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Abstract. This paper describes our systems that we submitted to the
2017 CLEF eHealth information retrieval (IR) task. We submitted runs
to the monolingual and multilingual tasks. In the monolingual task, we
investigate the performance of two IR models: probabilistic model and
a model based on language-model. In addition, we experiment query
expansion based on blind relevance feedback. In the multilingual task,
we submitted runs for all the languages. We employ a Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) system to translate the given queries into English and
get the n-best-list. Then we use this list of translations for our baseline
system by getting 1-best-list to generate queries, we also use n-bestlist reranker that was developed by us to predict 1-best-list for better
IR performance. Finally, we present our method for query expansion
approach based on a machine learning model that predicts a term from
a translation pool to be added to the original query.
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Introduction

Internet searches for medical topics had been increasing recently, and have gotten the attention of information retrieval researchers. Fox [2] reported that about
80% of Internet users in the United States look for medical information online.
The main challenge in the medical information retrieval systems that people with
different experience, express their information need in different way [12]. Laypeople express their medical information need using non-medical terms, while medical experts express it using specific medical terms, thus, information retrieval
systems need to be stable for such different query variations.
The significant increasing of non-English digital content on the World Wide
Web has been followed by an increase in looking for this information by internet users. Grefenstette and Nioche [5] presented an estimation of language size
in 1996, late 1999 and early 2000 for documents captured from the internet.
Their study showed that the English content has grown 800%, German 1500%,
and Spanish 1800% in the same period. Further more, users started to look for

information needs represented in documents which are not available in their native languages. The system that searches for information in a language different
from the one of user is called Cross-Lingual (multilingual) Information Retrieval
(CLIR) system. It enables users to write queries (information need) represented
in a language (lang. A), and returns results from a document collection written
in a different language (lang. B).
Usually, the baseline system in CLIR is to take the 1-best-list translation
returned by a statistical machine translation (SMT) system and perform the
retrieval as shown in the CLEF eHealth Information Retrieval tasks before [3].
However, researchers recently started to investigate looking inside the box of
the machine translation system rather than using it as a black box [17, 6] and
showed that involving the internal components of the SMT in the retrieval process significantly improved the baseline system.
Nikoulina et al. [8] presented an approach to develop Cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) system which is based on reranking the hypotheses given
from the SMT system. Saleh and Pecina [16] considered Nikoulina’s work as a
starting point and expanded it by adding a rich set of features for training. They
presented approach covered translating queries from Czech, French and German
into English and rerank the alternative translations to predict the hypothesis
that gives better CLIR performance.
In this paper, we describe our participation at the 2017 CLEF eHealth Information Retrieval Task [13, 4]. In the IRTask1, participants were provided with
English queries representing medical information need and were asked to provide
ranked list of documents from the ClueWeb collection sorted by their relevance.
While IRTask4 is a multilingual IR task, the original English queries were translated into seven languages: Czech, French, Hungarian, German, Polish, Spanish
and Swedish by medical native speakers. Participants in this task were required
to provide a ranked list of relevant documents from the English collection. We
focus in our participation in the multilingual IR Task. We present our machine
learning model which reranks the alternative translations given by the machine
translation system for better IR results. We also present our new approach to
expand translated queries using our machine learning model.
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2.1

System description
Retrieval model

In our experiment we use ClueWeb12 collection indexed and released by the
orgnisers of this task. The index was created using Terrier open source engine
[11]. We use mainly BM25 as a retrieval model. Documents in this model are
ranked for a given query as shown in Equation 1. k1 and k3 are tuning parameters, and we leave these parameters as their default values in Terrier. While tfd is
the normalised term frequency in document d, normalised by Equation 2. dl and
avgdl are document length and the average of document length in the collection
respectively. b is a free parameter, we tune this parameter using the 2016 CLEF

eHealth IR monolingual queries and the provided assessment information, then
we set this parameter to 0.6.
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Translation System

We employ Khresmoi statistical machine translation (SMT) system [1], for language pairs: Czech-English, French-English, German-English, Hungarian-English,
Polish-English, Spanish-English and Swedish-English, to translate the queries
into English. Khresmoi SMT system was trained to translate queries, where
most general SMT systems fail, and tuned on parallel and monolingual data
taken from the medical domain resources like Wikipedia, UMLS concept descriptions and UMLS metathesaurus. Such domain specific data made Khresmoi
perform well when translating sentences in the medical domain like the queries
in our case. Generally, feature weights in SMT systems are tuned toward BLEU
[14] , a method for automatic evaluation of SMT systems correlates with human
judgments. It is not necessary to have correlation between the quality of general
SMT system and the quality of CLIR performance [15]; therefore Khresmoi SMT
system was tuned using MERT [10] towards PER (position-independent word
error rate) because it does not penalise word reorder; which is not important for
the performance of IR systems.
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Hypothesis reranking

For each input sentence, Khresmoi SMT system returns a list of alternative
translations in the target language, we refer to this list as an n-best-list. Saleh
and Pecina [16] presented an approach to rerank an n-best-list and predict a
translation that gives the best retrieval performance in terms of P@10. The
reranker is a generalized linear regression model that uses a set of features which
can be divided according to their sources into: 1) The SMT system: This
includes features that are derived from the verbose output of the Khresmoi SMT
system (e.g. phrase translation model, the target language model, the reordering
model and word penalty). 2) Document collection: The collection is employed
to derive features like IDF scores and features that are based on the blindrelevance feedback approach. 2) External resources: Resources like Wikipedia
articles, document collection and UMLS metathesaurus are employed to create a
rich set of features for each query hypothesis. 3) Retrieval status value: This
feature is used to involve the retrieval model in the reranking. It is based on
how the Dirichlet model scores the retrieved documents for a given query. This

approach is similar to the work of Nottelman et al. [9], where they investigated
the correlation between the RSV and the probability of relevance.
To train the model, we used queries and assessment information from the
2016 CLEF eHealth IR task.
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Query expansion

5.1

Blind relevance feedback

Query expansion is defined as the procedure of reformulating a user’s query
for better retrieval efficiency. Blind Relevance Feedback (BRF), also known as
Pseudo Relevance Feedback, is the process of automatically expand user’s query.
It considers the top k documents as relevant to the original query, and then
expands the query with terms from these documents. However, the assumption
of considering these documents as relevant is risky, because they might not be
relevant, thus resulting the original query to be drifted way from its information
need. The top k documents are chosen from an initial retrieval that is done using
the original query. From these documents we create bag-of-words (BOW) and
then we choose from this BOW m terms to be added to the original query. These
terms are chosen based on their inverse document frequency from the collection
and their frequencies in this BOW. Both k and m need to be tuned based on
the used collection and using test queries and assessment information. We use
Terrier implementation of BRF and tune k and m using the 2016 CLEF eHealth
IR task queries and their assessment information and then based on the results
we set k = 3 and m = 10.
5.2

Term reranking

In this experiment, we present our approach for query expansion in the multilingual task. When we translate the query into English using SMT system, we
get n-best-list translations. These translations contain different synonyms in the
target language for a give term in the source language. The motivation of this
experiment is that using more than one of these synonyms, and expanding the
original query, could lead to improved retrieval. One of the feature we use in
this model is based on the word2vec open source tool developed by [7]. They
presented two models: Continuous Bag-of-Words Model (CBOW) and Continuous Skip-gram model. These models showed very powerful ability to measure the
similarity between words in the collection. We used for our experiment trained
model of word2vec on 25 millions articles from PubMed using their titles and
abstracts, the model available online 1 . To investigate the hypothesis of expanding queries from the translation pool, we use the queries that were provided in
CLEF eHealth IR task 2013–2015 by translating them into English and then: 1-)
Get 20-best-list translations for each query. 2-) Create a translation pool as bagof-words from these translations. 3-) Then we use 1-best-list translation as an
1

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Wilbur/IRET/DATASET/

original query, and expand it with one term from the translation pool. 4-) Then
we run the retrieval using our baseline setting using the expanded queries. After
evaluating the results and collecting the expanded queries that give maximum
P @10 among all the other expanded queries, we find that the results from expanded queries outperform significantly the results when using only the original
queries. To expand the original query with a term from the translation pool, we
build regression model that predicts the change of P @10 when a term is added
to the original query. In order to train the model we present set of features for
each term as follows:
– IDF: Inverse document frequency of that term from the indexed collection.
– RSV: First we conduct retrieval using the original query and then we take
the RSV of the document that is ranked firstly using our baseline setting,
then we add a term to that original query, and conduct the retrieval again,
then the feature value is the difference of these two RSVs.
– Similarity: First we use word2vec to get word embeddings for each term in
the original query and we sum these embeddings to get vector that represents
the entire query. Then we take the embeddings for the candidate term and
we calculate the cosine similarity between the query vector and the term
vector.
The model is built to predict a term that will give the highest P @10 when
it is added to the original query, and trained on test queries that are taken from
CLEF eHealth IR task 2013–2015.
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Experiments

This year we submit runs to the Ad-Hoc task in its monolingual and multilingual
subtask.
6.1

Monolingual Ad-Hoc search

Run1 This run uses Terrier implementation of BM25 IR model, with normalisation parameter b tuned and set to 0.6.
Run2 For comparison with BM25 model ( a probabilistic IR model), we submit
this run based on Terrier implementation of Dirichlet Bayesian smoothed model
(language-model based IR model).
Run3 In this run, we use Terrier implementation of Blind relevance feedback
(Bo1) where k is set to 3 documents and m is set to 10 terms.
6.2

Multilingual task

Run1 In this run, we translate the query variant into English using Khresmoi
SMT then we take only the 1-best-list to generate the topics, then we perform
the retrieval using BM25 model.

Run2 First we translate the query into English and take the 15-best-list translations, then the reranker with all features predicts the translation that gives the
highest P@10, the predicted translations are used next to generate the topics
and perform the retrieval using BM25 model.
Run3 First we use 1-best-list to generate queries then we add to each query one
term from the translation pool as described in Section 5.2.
Run4 This run uses 1-best-list English translations to generate queries, then we
conduct the retrieval after doing query expansion using Terrier implementation
of BRF approach.
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Conclusion and future work

In this paper we presented our participation in the CLEF eHealth 2017 Task3
Patient-Centred Information Retrieval as the team of Charles university. We
submitted runs into the Ad-hoc task including its monolingual and multilingual
subtasks. For the monolingual task, we investigated the performance when using probabilistic IR model (BM25) and language-model based IR model, also we
submitted run based on BRF approach. We tuned all the parameters for these
models using queries and assessment information from the 2016 CLEF eHealth
IR task. While for the multilingual task, we employ an SMT system to translate
the queries into English and use 1-best-list to generate queries for our baseline
system. We also used our reranker to predict new 1-best-list for better IR performance. We presented new approach to expand queries with a term from the
translation pool using machine learning model.
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